The nutritionally responsive transcriptome of the polyphenic beetle *Onthophagus taurus* and the importance of sexual dimorphism and body region
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Developmental responses to nutritional variation represent one of the ecologically most important classes of adaptive plasticity. However, knowledge of genome-wide patterns of nutrition-responsive gene expression is limited. Here, we studied genome-wide transcriptional responses to nutritional variation and their dependency on trait and sex in the beetle *Onthophagus taurus*. We find that averaged across the transcriptome, nutrition contributes less to overall variation in gene expression than do sex or body region, but that for a modest subset of genes nutrition is by far the most important determinant of expression variation. Furthermore, our results reject the hypothesis that a common machinery may underlie nutrition-sensitive development across body regions. Instead, we find that magnitude (measured by number of differentially expressed contigs), composition (measured by functional enrichment) and evolutionary consequences (measured by patterns of sequence variation) are heavily dependent on exactly which body region is considered and the degree of sexual dimorphism observed on a morphological level. More generally, our findings illustrate that studies into the developmental mechanisms and evolutionary consequences of nutrition-biased gene expression must take into account the dynamics and complexities imposed by other sources of variation in gene expression such as sexual dimorphism and trait type.

1. Introduction

Differential gene expression is generally viewed as a central mechanism enabling context-specific development, such as tissue-specific growth, sexual differentiation or facultative responses to changes in external conditions, such as nutrient availability. Nutritional influences on gene expression are ubiquitous across taxa, genes and tissue types, and are thought to play a critical role in allowing organisms to adjust their development and physiology in response to environmental fluctuations [1–3]. Moreover, dysfunctional nutrition-dependent gene expression is thought to underlie many human diseases such as diabetes, obesity, Crohn’s disease and possibly even cancer [4–8]. However, the transcriptome-wide magnitude and nature of nutritional plasticity in gene expression remain largely understudied for non-model systems, many of which exhibit remarkable nutrition-dependent developmental plasticity. Furthermore, the relative effects of nutrition-induced variation in gene expression, compared to the effects from other sources of variation such as tissue- or sex-based expression, are largely unclear for most organisms.

Obtaining such insights is especially important for understanding the evolution of morphological diversity in multicellular and sexually reproducing organisms. Here, individuals essentially constitute mosaics of body regions, organs and tissue types that differ, at times dramatically, in how their development is affected by nutrition [9–11]. While developmental genomic studies in social insects have yielded important insights into how genes involved in
metabolism and reproduction have been co-opted in caste determination and differentiation [11–13], we still know little about how tissue- and sex-specific differences in nutritional responsiveness enable phenotypic diversification outside social insects and in organisms with more conventional forms of plasticity [14]. Lastly, tissue-, sex- and nutrition (environment)-specific gene expression all have important, but in part contrasting, evolutionary implications. On the one hand, tissue-specific expression is thought to limit pleiotropic constraints, resulting in higher rates of evolution and protein divergence owing to relaxed selective constraints [15–18]. On the other hand, genes whose expression is limited to a subset of individuals in the population are predicted to result in reduced selection intensity, hereon referred to as relaxed selection, relative to genes expressed in all individuals [19–21]. Genes with such environment-biased expression are predicted to harbour more genetic variation and fix more deleterious mutations over time. Thus, knowledge of the degree to which the nature and magnitude of different kinds of context-specific expression co-occurring in the same population are distinct or similar is critical for evaluating how they might combine to affect subsequent evolutionary trajectories [20].

Such knowledge is also central in evaluating nutrition’s role in affecting individual condition, which can be defined as the ability to produce and maintain fitness-relevant traits [22–24]. Nutritional variation is one of the most significant sources of variation in condition, and condition-dependency is thought to impact diverse and fundamental evolutionary processes, including adaptation to novel environments and range expansions [25–28], the evolution of sex and sexual dimorphisms [29–31] or the maintenance of variation in sexually selected traits [22,23,30,32,33]. Theory predicts that sexually selected traits such as elaborate displays or weaponry should evolve condition-dependence if the fitness gains associated with trait exaggeration are greater for high—compared to low-condition individuals. In contrast, traits experiencing stabilizing or weak selection should exhibit minimal condition-dependence, because, in these cases, trait exaggeration should not result in increased fitness [24]. Morphological data across a wide range of taxa generally corroborate these predictions (e.g. birds: [34,35]; flies: [30,36]; beetles: [37]; fish: [38]; crustaceans: [39]), and at least one study on fruit flies has been able to demonstrated that high-condition populations are more sexually dimorphic in transcription than low-condition populations [40]. However, more precise knowledge of the transcriptomic underpinnings of condition-dependence is lacking [24]. Specifically, it remains unclear which developmental genetic mechanisms translate variation in nutrition into variation in condition, their similarities and differences across naturally and sexually selected traits or the overlap in developmental genetic mechanisms that are responsive to sex and condition.

In this study, we sought to address several fundamental questions regarding the nature, mechanisms and consequences of nutrition-dependent development in both males and females and across both naturally and sexually selected traits. Specifically, we sought to examine how nutrition-sensitive development is enabled, how it compares with other sources of variation in gene expression such as sex, how it evolves and diversifies and the evolutionary consequences of nutrition-dependent gene expression. In particular, we tested the hypotheses (i) that nutrition-specific gene expression is a significant source of population-wide variation in gene expression, (ii) that its magnitude and complexity parallel the diversity of nutrition-specific morphological development seen in different traits, (iii) that it is mediated by developmental pathways shared across different body regions and sexes, and (iv) that nutrition-specific gene expression results in relaxed selection relative to genes shared across nutritional contexts, leading to increased accumulation of genetic variation.

To test these hypotheses, we characterized the nutritional responses of four different body regions in males and females of the polyphenic beetle *Onthophagus taurus* (figure 1). We choose this species, because males and females differ substantially in body region- and tissue type-specific growth responses to nutritional variation, generating a remarkable sexual- as well as within-male dimorphism as a consequence [41,42]. Specifically, we focused our analysis on four body regions derived from epidermal tissue: abdominal epidermis, legs, thoracic horns and head horns (figure 1b). In females, all four body regions exhibit roughly proportional growth increases in response to increased nutrient availability, causing
large, high nutrition females to represent proportionately enlarged versions of small, low-nutrition females. In contrast, in males, only abdominal epidermis shares the same growth response also seen in females, whereas male legs grow slightly—and male thoracic horns grow substantially—larger than their female counterparts when exposed to the same nutritional gradient. In this species, thoracic horns are only expressed in pupae, function as molting organs to shed the larval head capsule during the larval–pupal moult, and are resorbed prior to the pupal–adult moult [43]. Lastly, male head horns, a pair of spectacular, sexually selected structures used in male–male competition [44] show the most extreme growth response and exhibit explosive, nonlinear growth after exceeding a specific nutrition threshold. Combined, even though males express the same range of nutritionally determined body sizes as females, the relative sizes of some of their body parts differ strikingly as a function of nutrition, so much so that alternative minor (‘hornless’) and major (‘horned’) male morphs were described initially as separate species (figure 1a).

In order to examine our basic hypotheses regarding the mechanisms, evolution and consequences of nutrition-dependent gene expression, we sought to answer four specific questions (i) how much variation in gene expression during development can be attributed to nutrition, body region, sex or the interactions among them? (ii) do body-region-specific responses in gene expression to nutrition covary with the overall magnitude of growth responses observed for those body regions? (iii) do homologous body regions in males and females differ in the number and/or composition of genes whose expression is affected by nutritional conditions? And (iv) what are the evolutionary consequences of nutrition-dependent gene expression with respect to sequence variability and divergence?

2. Material and methods

(a) Experimental design and statistical analysis

This study sought to characterize the nutritional responses of four different body regions in male and female O. taurus. Our experimental design therefore had to enable robust characterization of 16 conditions: two nutritional levels (large ‘L’, small ‘S’) × two sexes (male ‘M’, female ‘F’) × four body regions (abdominal epidermis ‘a’, leg ‘l’, thoracic horn ‘t’ and head horn ‘h’). We employed a microarray approach involving custom-made NimbleGen arrays (details below) developed for O. taurus based on a comprehensive 454-transcriptome [45] to estimate the effects of nutrition, sex and body region on gene expression. Exact design of our experiment, application of our ANOVA model and statistical procedures to estimate and compare nutrition-dependent variation in gene expression with other sources of variation are provided in the electronic supplementary material and in references [46,47].

(b) Animal husbandry

Beetles used in this study were collected and reared as described in references [48,49] and the electronic supplementary material. Nutrition consumed during larval development directly affects final, adult body size. We therefore used body mass, measured at the first day of pupal development, as an estimate of feeding conditions experienced during larval development. Pupae weighing less than 0.105 g were considered small, low-nutrition individuals. In males, this weight class uniformly matures into the minor, hornless morph. In contrast, pupae weighing more than 0.12 g were considered large, high nutrition individuals, which in males uniformly metamorphose into the major, horned morph. Pupae whose weight fell between 0.105 g and 0.12 g were excluded from the experiment because their developmental fate is difficult to predict. We focused our analysis on the first 24 h of pupal development, because this stage allows us to capture the most important developmental processes underlying growth and differentiation of adult traits, because animals can be unambiguously sexed and phenotypes scored (e.g. horned and hornless) and because dissections are easy and fast, thus minimizing chances for contamination and degradation of RNA samples.

(c) Tissue harvesting and RNA extraction

Sixty-four O. taurus first-day pupae (within 24 h of pupation) were sacrificed and dissected for microarrays (16 each for large, horned male; small, horned male; large female and small female). Dissections were performed in RNase-free conditions and tissues were immediately ground in buffer RLT (RNeasy mini kit, Qiagen, CA), and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. We dissected epidermal tissue of the developing head horns (the analogous area for females, which had no horns) and prothoracic horns, in addition to all six legs and a small section of the dorsal abdominal epidermis (with attached muscle gently scraped off), detailed further in references [50,51]. We then created biological replicates by pooling tissue of four individuals in the same tissue—sex—size category. Individuals were pooled, because we were more interested in overall patterns of gene expression that varied with sex, tissue and nutrition rather than individual-level variation in gene expression. We divided individuals into high nutrition (large) and low-nutrition (small) size classes based on mass as explained above, with identical cut-offs for both males (which metamorphose into discrete morphs) and females (which do not). The same individuals were used in batches across tissue types—for example, small male replicate 3 included the same four small males for the thoracic horn, head horn, leg and abdominal tissue samples. A total of 64 batches of RNA were generated for microarray analyses (two sexes × two nutrition types × four body regions × four biological replicates). A subset of these samples were included as technical replicates (see array design details) where labelling and hybridization were repeated independently on the same RNA sample.

(d) Microarray platform and hybridization

We used a custom Nimblegen gene expression array (Roche Nimblegen, Inc., Madison, WI) as detailed in references [50,51]. For array hybridization, double-stranded cDNA (1.0 μg) was first labelled using dual-colour labelling kit (Roche NimbleGen, Inc., Madison, WI) in a reaction containing 1 OD of either CY3 or CY5 random nonomer primer, dNTP mix (1 mM each), 100U Klenow fragment (3’–5’ exo–), followed by isopropanol precipitation with 50 mM EDTA and 500 mM sodium chloride and dual-colour hybridization and post-hybridization according to manufacturer’s instructions (Roche NimbleGen, Inc., Madison, WI). Images were acquired using a GenePix 4200A scanner and GenPix v. 6.0 software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Array data can be accessed under NCBI GEO accession number GSE58496.

(e) Enrichment analyses

We performed functional enrichment analyses using the eight t-statistic distributions that characterized the effect of nutrition for each tissue-by-sex gene expression set. Briefly, we characterized protein function based on homology with described genes in the Gene Ontology database [52] using the program Blast2GO [53] resulting in 1114 functional classes. Using the program
EMINEN] [54], we tested for each functional class of proteins for an excess of differentially expressed genes relative to all other genes not in that category by using gene score resampling to generate a null distribution (see the electronic supplementary material, Methods for details). (f) Cluster analyses We used the TM4 microarray experiment viewer to quantify overall patterns of similarity in gene expression. We focused on patterns of differential gene expression with nutrition for each of the eight sex–tissue categories. We analysed all genes with a significant nutritional effect (false discovery rate (FDR) \( p < 0.01; n = 8303 \)) for at least one of these categories. We used hierarchical clustering (with Pearson correlations as the distance metric) to test for patterns of similarity in expression and inspected pairwise Pearson correlations across these values. Confidence in the observed clustering was evaluated through a bootstrapping support tree (100 replicates). (g) Single nucleotide polymorphism analyses We analysed how gene expression was related to patterns of genetic variation using measures of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) described elsewhere [45]. We tested the prediction that nutritionally responsive genes (FDR of 0.05) were more genetically variable. For this analysis, we used an FDR cut-off of 0.05 to increase our sample size for comparing each tissue–sex category given that we had SNP information for only a subset of the contigs. We analysed zero and non-zero values separately (see the electronic supplementary material, Methods for details).

3. Results and discussion

In this study, we contrasted gene expression in four distinct body regions in males and females of high- and low-nutritional status. Using custom microarrays, we evaluated the differential expression of 42 010 contigs representing more than half of the genes annotated in the flour beetle Tribolium castaneum, the most closely related species with a fully sequenced genome [45]. Specifically, we sought to contrast nutrition-dependent changes in gene expression to two other sources of variation (sex, body region) as well as their respective interactions, characterize body region- and sex-specific responses to nutritional variation, and evaluate the evolutionary consequences of nutritional plasticity in gene expression.

(a) Nutrition-dependent variation in gene expression compared with other sources of variation

Of the 42 010 contigs that were initially investigated, 20 182 had \( R^2 \)-values that were significant at the 0.05 level. Adjusting for FDR at \( q = 0.05 \) reduced this number to 17 180 contigs whose \( R^2 \)-values ranged from 0.5157 to 0.9878. We then removed from further consideration the remaining 24 830 contigs (approx. 60%) for which the linear models failed to explain a significant amount of variation in expression levels, and compared the sums of squares owing to the three main effects only (body region, sex, nutrition). However, the sum of squares owing to body region involved three times the degrees of freedom (d.f.). To adjust for this difference in d.f., we considered the sum

\[
\text{adjusted SS(main effects)} = \frac{\text{SS}(\text{sex}) + \text{SS}(\text{nutrition}) + \text{SS}(\text{body region})}{3}.
\] (3.1)

For most of the 17 180 contigs, either body region or sex explained the majority of the proportion of the adjusted-SS (table 1). For example, for 445 contigs, sex alone explained 100–75% of variation (75–50%: 2215 contigs; 50–25%: 4026 contigs), whereas body region alone explained 50–25% of variation in 4035 contigs. In contrast, nutrition explained 75–50% of the variation for only 37 of the 17 180 contigs (50–25%: 441 contigs). These results suggest that variation in gene expression contributed by nutrition is overall at least 1.5 orders of magnitude smaller when compared with the variance contributions of the other two main effects. However, for a subset of contigs nutritional variation appears to represent the major determinant of expression variation, at least at the particular developmental time point examined in this study (table 1). These findings suggest that the effect of nutritional variation on gene expression variation can be highly variable, and thus needs to be determined empirically, and ideally with reference to other sources of expression variation. In contrast, two- and three-way interactions accounted for a comparatively, and uniformly, small fraction of expression variation (table 1).

(b) Nutritional responsiveness as a function of body region and sex

We then focused our attention on the nutritional responsiveness of each of our four focal body regions as a function of sex (figure 1). Recall that in females, all four body regions exhibit overall moderate and roughly proportional growth increases in response to increased nutrient availability. In contrast, male growth responses over the same nutritional gradient range from moderate (legs, abdominal epidermis) to accelerated (thoracic horns) to explosive and nonlinear (head horns). We found that different body regions within the same individuals, as well as the same body region across sexes, differed dramatically in the number of nutrition-responsive contigs,
the magnitude of nutrition-induced differential expression, and the degree to which a given pool of nutrition-responsive contigs was unique to, or shared across, multiple body regions.

In males, nutrition-dependent growth of abdominal epidermis and leg tissue was associated with the differential expression of a modest 146 and 71 nutrition-responsive contigs, respectively (FDR \( p < 0.05 \); figure 2). Over the same nutritional gradient, and at the same FDR, thoracic horns revealed 1066 nutrition-responsive contigs, whereas the explosive growth response of head horn tissue was associated with the differential expression of 2093 contigs. A similar pattern was detected when we examined the magnitude of differential expression (electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S3). The degree of nutrition-dependent differential expression was lowest for male abdominal epidermis and legs, followed by thoracic horn tissue and by far highest for head horn tissue. In females, a largely corresponding pattern was detected. Abdominal epithelium, legs and head horn tissue, all of which exhibit moderate nutrition-dependent growth, also exhibited nutrition sensitivity in males (blue), females (magenta) or both (purple), respectively.

**Figure 2.** Number of nutrition-sensitive contigs unique to, or shared among, four different body regions. Different colours indicate numbers of contigs that exhibit nutrition sensitivity in males (blue), females (magenta) or both (purple), respectively.

Additional pairwise comparisons were performed, and the overlap across subsets of nutrition-responsive contigs was examined. As expected, the majority of two-way comparisons shared contigs throughout body regions. In males, nutrition-responsive contigs were shared across all four body regions. Within males, all two-way comparisons across body regions, including both horn types, yielded zero to near-zero overlap across nutrition-sensitive contig pools, as did all three-way comparisons, and 0 of a total of 723 nutrition-responsive contigs were shared across all four female body regions (figure 2).

Lastly, most pools of nutrition-responsive contigs were highly sex-specific for each individual body region or combinations thereof. For example, of the 153 contigs that exhibited nutrition-sensitive expression solely in male or female abdominal epidermis, none did so in both sexes. A similarly high degree of sex-specific nutritional responsiveness was found for all comparisons involving leg or abdominal epidermis, and any two- and three-way comparisons of both body regions with either horn type. The only exceptions to this pattern were provided by the contig pool specific to thoracic horns, and the pool shared between both horn types. In the former, of 1300 contigs that exhibited nutrition-responsive expression chiefly in either male or female thoracic horns, 70 (5.4%) did so in both sexes. In the latter, 82 contigs exhibited nutrition-responsive expression in at least one combination of male and/or female head and thoracic horns (figure 2).

Taken together, these data show that the magnitude of nutrition-responsive gene expression correlates closely with the magnitude of nutrition-responsive growth observed on a morphological level across different body regions and involves a contig repertoire that is, for the most part, specific to a given body region and sex. This suggests a surprising degree of modularity in nutrition-responsive gene expression, and one in contrast to the overall remarkable similarity in gene expression observed across horn types and legs, as documented by previous studies [50,51]. Combined, these results suggest that organisms may be using rather similar gene sets to build similar traits, but rely on very different, body-region- and sex-specific gene sets to facilitate their nutrition-responsiveness.

Our results are also in striking agreement with predictions derived from condition-dependence theory [22,23]. A long-standing challenge in sexual selection is to reconcile the predicted fixation of alleles beneficial under strong selection with the persistence of unexpectedly high levels of genetic variance in many sexually selected traits and the maintenance of mate choice benefits. This paradox is resolved by the genic capture hypothesis [22], which proposes that additive genetic variation in sexually selected traits reflects variance in condition. In other words, it posits that male secondary sexual traits are costly to produce and hence depend upon overall condition, which itself is affected by genes at a large number of loci [23]. One important prediction of this hypothesis is that condition-dependent exaggeration of secondary sexual traits should be associated with differential expression of large numbers of genes compared with traits likely under weak directional or stabilizing selection. By extension, this hypothesis also predicts that the degree of sexual dimorphism attainable across traits should reflect, in part, the other pairwise comparisons yielded essentially no overlap. Specifically, of 2707 contigs that exhibited nutrition-sensitive expression in either male head or thoracic horn tissue, 407 (15%) were shared between both body regions. In contrast, in all other pairwise comparisons shared contigs ranged from 0 to 14 (≈0–0.3%). Three-way comparisons also yielded minimal overlap, and only five of a total of 2831 (0.18%) nutrition-responsive contigs were shared across all four body regions. Within females, all two-way comparisons across body regions, including both horn types, yielded zero to near-zero overlap across nutrition-sensitive contig pools, as did all three-way comparisons, and 0 of a total of 723 nutrition-responsive contigs were shared across all four female body regions (figure 2).

**Table 1.** Number of nutrition-sensitive contigs unique to, or shared among, four different body regions. Numbers indicate numbers of contigs that exhibit nutrition sensitivity in males (blue), females (magenta) or both (purple), respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abdominal epidermis</td>
<td>1614</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorax</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legs</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The degree of modularity in nutrition-responsive gene expression, this response was associated with the persistence of unexpectedly high levels of genetic variance in many sexually selected traits and the maintenance of mate choice benefits. This paradox is resolved by the genic capture hypothesis [22], which proposes that additive genetic variation in sexually selected traits reflects variance in condition. In other words, it posits that male secondary sexual traits are costly to produce and hence depend upon overall condition, which itself is affected by genes at a large number of loci [23]. One important prediction of this hypothesis is that condition-dependent exaggeration of secondary sexual traits should be associated with the differential expression of large numbers of genes compared with traits likely under weak directional or stabilizing selection. By extension, this hypothesis also predicts that the degree of sexual dimorphism attainable across traits should reflect, in part, the
degree to which genic capture can evolve in males without correlated effects in females, thereby reducing intersexual genetic correlations and potential conflicts [30,31]. Both predictions are supported by our results: nutrition-responsive genes were by far most numerous in male head horns, which exhibit the largest degree of nutrition-dependent growth and most pronounced sexual dimorphism among the four body regions examined, whereas the overlap in nutrition-responsive contig repertoires between male and females head horns was much lower than that observed between the much less sexually dimorphic thoracic horns.

(c) Composition of nutritionally responsive transcriptomes

To assess the function of nutritionally responsive genes, we tested for the overrepresentation of differentially expressed genes in each of the 1114 biological process Gene Ontology categories represented in our dataset. Transcriptome-wide gene expression patterns of different body regions and sexes differed widely in the number and types of functional categories responding to nutrition (electronic supplementary material, figure S4). We found 497 categories enriched for response to nutrition in males (44.6% of the 1114 categories tested, FDR $p < 0.05$) and 338 categories enriched for response to nutrition in females (30.3% of the 1114 categories tested, FDR $p < 0.05$; electronic supplementary material, figure S4). The difference between sexes was more pronounced when considering functional categories that were nutritionally responsive exclusively in each sex; there were four times more categories responding to nutrition in males than in females (213 versus 57, FDR $p < 0.05$). These results parallel several previous studies that have identified males as the more nutritionally responsive sex across diverse biological contexts, from morphology [55] and behaviour [44,56, but see 57] to thermoregulation [58] and hormone physiology [59,60].

Across male body regions, we found the greatest number of nutritionally responsive functional categories in head horns (90), followed by thoracic horns (42), legs (32) and abdominal epidermis (16, electronic supplementary material, figure S4, FDR $p < 0.05$). This pattern was similar, as we would expect, to the pattern of nutritionally responsive contigs, suggesting that the genes responding to nutrition are associated with specific biological functions. In females, head horns, thoracic horns and legs exhibited similar numbers of categories responding to nutrition (45, 55, 55, respectively), followed by abdominal epidermis (15, electronic supplementary material, figure S4, FDR $p < 0.05$), again a pattern that parallels the number of nutritionally responsive contigs.

The types of functional categories responding to nutrition in male head horns involved functions that matched the explosive growth observed in this body region: 31 of 90 enriched categories in male head horns were related to metabolism or biosynthesis (34.4%, electronic supplementary material, table S2). Notably, these categories were not enriched in the other horn types that do not exhibit such explosive growth; electronic supplementary material, table S2). We then examined if head and thoracic horns shared nutritionally sensitive functional categories. We found that functional groups related to development, morphogenesis and response to hormone signalling were enriched for nutritional sensitivity in males and females (electronic supplementary material, table S3), complementing the results of several previous studies (reviewed in reference [61]). Finally, we found many more functional categories shared across all four body regions in males than expected based on the number of shared contigs that responded to nutrition. Specifically, while only five contigs (of 2831) exhibited significant differential expression owing to nutrition in all four body regions, 89 of the 497 functional categories showed significant enrichment across all four regions ($=17.9%$; compare central overlapping regions in figure 2 versus electronic supplementary material, figure S4). Similar to the categories overrepresented in male head horns, these categories served functions related to metabolism and biosynthesis. In contrast, in females, the degree of overlap among the four body regions was more modest, with 18 categories enriched out of the 338 represented (5.3%). These observations raise the possibility that males, but not females, use a broad set of developmental processes to enable nutritional responsiveness across male body regions but whose underlying specific genes, while acting in concert, did not individually show a strong enough response to nutrition to be detected as differentially expressed. Alternatively, different male body regions may employ the same broad set of developmental processes to enable different degrees of nutritional responsiveness, but use distinct subsets of genes and pathways to do so.

Lastly, our cluster analyses generated congruent results (electronic supplementary material, figure S5). We found that nutrition-sensitive gene expression (i) was most similar within each sex, (ii) exhibited the greatest similarity between thoracic and head horn epidermis, and (iii) was overall more similar across male than female body regions.

(d) Candidate genes and pathways underlying differential growth responses to nutrition

Our analysis identified diverse candidate genes and pathways possibly underlying the regulation of body region- and sex-specific responses to nutrition. These include several candidates identical, or functionally closely related, to genes and pathways identified previously as nutrition-sensitive through independent studies, such as genes associated with the regulation and execution of programmed cell death (PCD protein 7, apoptosis inhibitor 5, apoptosis-stimulating of p53 protein; see [62]), sexual differentiation (sex-lethal, doublex; [63]); axis specification (pipsqueak, homothorax-like; [64]) and genes underlying epigenetic processes (e.g. dicer, methyltransferase-like protein 9, h3k9 methyltransferase; [65]).

In addition, we identified a large number of genes known to function in the regulation of growth and cell division, in particular in the nutritionally highly responsive head horns (e.g. ras-related/ras-associated genes, cyclin a, cdc6, cell division control protein, metastasis-associated protein, forkhead box proteins). Similarly, many genes related to cuticle synthesis and cuticular properties exhibited nutrition-sensitive expression in one or more body region and sex (e.g. cuticular proteins 47ef, 62bc, resilin).

Lastly, we detected nutrition-responsive expression in a series of genes or pathways whose function, in particular, biological contexts is very well understood, but whose differential expression in the context of nutrition-responsive growth was nevertheless unexpected. For instance, patched plays a key role in the Hedgehog-pathway and as such in the establishment of anterior/posterior polarity of a wide range of structures. Our study finds nutrition-responsive expression of patched in male head- and thoracic horns, but not legs or abdominal
epidermis. Similarly, *timeless*, a central regulator of circadian rhythm, exhibits nutrition-responsive expression in male head- and thoracic horns. These pathways offer especially intriguing opportunities for future work.

(e) **Evolutionary consequences of conditional gene expression**

We sought to test the theoretical prediction that environment-specific gene expression results in relaxed selection and the accumulation of genetic variation, relative to genes expressed across all individuals. Previous work on this system has documented that nutrition-biased horn genes show relatively greater evolutionary divergence [20]; however, in this work, we were primarily interested in the theoretical prediction that these genes should also harbour more genetic variants. As our measure of genetic variation, we focused on the number of SNPs identified per 100 bp of contig, square root transformed for normality. We compared the distribution of genetic variation across all contigs with distributions of genetic variation for contigs specific in nutrition-biased expression to particular sex and tissue categories (5% FDR cut-off). Genes with nutrition-sensitive expression in male and female abdominal epidermis, female legs and female thoracic horns showed significantly more genetic variation than expected (figure 3 and the electronic supplementary material, table S4), consistent with relatively weaker selection intensity, or alternatively, balancing selection. However, genes expressed in female and male head horn primordial epidermis, and male legs exhibited less genetic variation than expected (figure 3 and the electronic supplementary material, table S4), suggestive of purifying selection or a recent selective sweep. We analysed separately the frequency of zero measures of genetic variation for contigs with sufficient read depth and length, thus ensuring that zero was biologically relevant. Chi-squared tests revealed no significant difference in the frequency of zero values between our categories of interest relative to all contigs (electronic supplementary material, table S5).

These results are partially consistent with the predictions of relaxed selection on genes with environment-biased expression across individuals, here, different nutritional morphs [20]. Relative to genes expressed across all individuals, environment-specific genes are subjected to weakened purifying and positive selection, resulting in the accumulation of genetic variation, much of which is thought to be deleterious [19,21]. Theory predicts that these genes should harbour greater genetic variation within species [21], a prediction that, to the best of our knowledge, has not previously been tested. Nutrition-responsive genes expressed in the abdominal epidermis (in both sexes), and in female leg and thoracic horn epidermis, are enriched for genetic variation. However, genes in several tissue regions, in particular, head horn tissue, showed less variation than expected. These results build on findings from other studies that show that morph-biased genes subjected to sexual selection (i.e. those in male head horns) show strong signatures of purifying and positive selection and greater evolutionary divergence relative to genes with less morph-bias [51,66]. These results emphasize that sexual selection intensity may interact with relaxed selection associated with environment-biased gene expression to result in different signatures of selection across traits. While models of relaxed selection assume that selection intensity is consistent across individuals and traits, it is likely that strong sexual selection on head horns predominates over relaxed selection on morph-biased genes, resulting in rapid evolution of head horn genes.

(f) **Development and evolution of nutrition-responsiveness**

Our findings illustrate that the developmental nature and evolutionary consequences of variation in gene expression owing to nutritional conditions are themselves heavily dependent on other conditions, in particular the body regions under consideration and the sex within which they occur. At the same time, we detect important and persistent patterns: first, body regions that morphologically respond more strongly to nutritional variation

---

**Figure 3.** Patterns of genetic variation in nutrition-biased genes. Shown is the mean (and standard error) of the number of SNPs per 100 bp of contig (square root transformed for normality) for categories of genes with nutrition-biased expression. The horizontal line represents the mean value for all contigs. Tissue categories include abdominal epidermis (AB), head horn epidermis (HD), prothoracic horn epidermis (TX) and leg epidermis (LG). Patterns of genetic variation significantly different than the overall distribution for all genes are indicated with dark grey bars (see the electronic supplementary material, table S4 for statistics).
also exhibit a far more complex nutrition-responsive transcriptome. This observation rejects the hypothesis that a common machinery may orchestrate nutrition-responsive development, regardless of body region, and instead highlights an unexpected degree of modularity and developmental—and perhaps evolutionary—decoupling of body region and sex-specific nutrition-responsive genes and pathways. Here, male head horns—a recent evolutionary invention with striking morphological responsiveness to nutrition—provide a functionally more similar set of developmental processes (as measured by functional enrichment) across all four body regions than do nutritionally less-responsive females. While modest (5% of functional categories shared across body regions versus 18% in males), this difference nevertheless suggests that the degree of integration of nutrition-responsive transcriptomes across body regions may constitute an additional axis of diversification able to facilitate evolutionary changes in nutrition-dependent phenotype expression. Lastly, we observe that even though the degree of morphological responsiveness to nutrition may parallel the magnitude of transcriptional responsiveness for a given tissue and sex, it is a poor guide to predicting the degree to which nutrition-biased genes may be subjected to relaxed selection and mutation accumulation.
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